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-Steve Jobs
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“the world, as we 
know it, was made 
by people no 
smarter than you...”
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“home” page / news feed

- all images are .gif’s that are either 
uploaded by users or taken by users right
on the apps .gif camera

- title bar and navigation bar are locked

- users are able to add text to .gif

- users limited to 50 characters for title.
i.e. “how i feel after my last exams”

- stars are favorites and the pages icon
are flipps. 

-users can only “comment” with 
another flipp.

-This creates a “buzzfeed” like feel

- Swiping right/left goes through news 
feed in chronological order

- Swiping down brings you through
additional comment flipps that grow
to full screen as you scroll down.

Swipe left/right to see what
Flipps people you follow have
posted

- dragging thumb up pulls screen down

- user bar is locked with slight opacity

News Feed

Favorites Page

Library Page
Profile Page

- like page shows your followers and 
what posts they have favorited or 
“commented” on your posts

- somehow have to show the com-
ment in relation to the original Flipp

- profie page allows you to view 
what you have favorited, the 
flipps you have posted, your fol-
lowers and the people you ae 
following

- selecting each displays the list

- you can search for users in the 
top right

- the lbrary page is a page where 
users can get gifs to add their 
own personal text to

- users can upload .gifs from the 
internet, flag their favorites and 
choose catagories

- users can have a catagory of 
the personal .gifs they have 
taken in the past

-clicking on the .gif shows a pre-
view and gives an option to use 
it or add text and an option to 
flag it as a favorite.

your life. in motion.


